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Living the tiny house lifestyle. Have you ever wanted to know what it's like to live in a tiny home?

The concept behind tiny home living is still strange according to many people. However, there is a

philosophy behind it, a reason of sorts, and this book will tell you all about why this popular home

living trend is now sweeping the nation, and why many are turning to this type of lifestyle instead of

your traditional home. Not only that, but with this book you'll further explore how to live in a tiny

home. Living in such a small space is typically the biggest turn-off from a tiny home lifestyle. Many

of us love to cling to possessions like there's nothing else out there. However, within the confines of

this book, you'll learn how it's possible to live this way. In this book, it includes the following: Why

tiny home living How to decorate a tiny home Hacks to make your tiny home seem bigger The

concept behind buying or building your tiny home. A checklist to get started on building your tiny

home. Tiny home living is a newer concept, and while it might be foreign to many, it is possible. With

this book, you'll learn all you need to know about downsizing your home, allowing you to live your

life to the fullest without the burden of space and clutter plaguing you.
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I liked this book because it gave me some ideas on where and how I can live.The idea to live in a

tiny house is unusual and it can be an interesting decision of some problems: where to live, where

to find some money for living and so on.But there is a big but. Living in the tiny house is a



compromise. Often you have to live here because you can't live in a big house for some reasons.It

seems to me it can be a good idea if you are single or a student. Or something like that.And I want

to note you before you get this book: you will not find a lot of pictures here. In truth, here are no

suitable pictures. But the book could be much more useful with pictures.That was not a problem for

me because I faced this idea for the first time. But if you have studied this subject, I think the

reading without illustrations could be uncomfortable for you.So if you need a good introductory book

for absolute novices you can purchase this one.

Very basic, brief book which needs editing. In the section of "land," although it was acknowledged

that this is the hardest part to find, how about talking about how to deal with land that has plumbing

and electricity available. And if not, what to do about that. Several recent news reports indicate that

tiny homes are easy to steal when built on wheels. Lots of info could have been included to make

this a "complete" guide.

Right now I am living in Tiny House. I purchased the book for expand my knowledge about tiny

house living. The book give me a big space in my small tiny house. The book help me to know what

is the benefits of tiny house and how I will do well intro decoration in my tiny house. Also the book

help me to know how to overcome the tiny house living challenge. The book all of information are

very helpful.

This book is great! It explains how you can live in a tiny space but make it look very nice and

elegant. It explains the advantages in living in a small space and how you can come closer to your

family! Also that you don't have that many expenses and that it is Eco friendly as well! There are

many benefits to living in small house and this book gives a great explanation of this! I definitely

recommend this book!

You know, when you leave in a big house, you have so much task and it's really not easy for your

wife to clean everything. Seriously, If you have no kid take a Tiny House, everything is much more

easy and you have less stress for your everyday life.

such a smart book, it gives great ideas for small spaces that can actually work! Even if you don't

have a tiny house, you should know these tips!!



The concept of tiny house living is fantastic, you can save money and produce less waste. It is a

very good mentality to downsize rather than buy more things you don't need.

I just wanted to see pictures and floor plans but it woudln't let me expand them so I could see them

in a larger mode.
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